Introducing 3M™ FIP 1-Step Firestop Foam. Finally, a UL Listed alternative to mineral wool, bricks and runny, ineffective foams.

NO WOOL, NO BULL.
WE’RE NOT MESSING AROUND.

Enough with itchy mineral wool, tedious bricks and pillows, and runny, ineffective foams. Introducing 3M™ FIP 1-Step Firestop Foam — a breakthrough foam that is UL Listed for a broad range of applications and meets the International Building Code for passive fire protection. Finish your firestop installations more than 3X faster, saving you time, money and frustration. It’s the real deal.
The long wait is over. 3M™ FIP 1-Step Firestop Foam is here. The headaches of installing firestop are about to be history. One step — less product to order, keep track of and haul around. One side — complete some installations from one side of the opening. Now you can finish complex installations like cable bundles, conduit banks and cable trays faster with little cleanup.

It’s like no firestop foam you’ve used before — it works. It’s not runny, so it stays in place and expands at a controlled and consistent pace. Installs in vertical and horizontal applications without running down the opening or sagging. Similar to many two-part epoxy sealants, but with just one step — saving you trips up and down the ladder.

It’s time to save your sanity and put down the mineral wool. And the bricks. And the caulk. As 3M™ FIP 1-Step Firestop Foam expands, it creates a seal around pipes, cables and conduit so you can tackle tricky installations with confidence in just one step. Your firestop installations are about to get a whole lot easier.

An innovative firestop foam that is UL Listed for a broad range of applications, meets the International Building Code for passive fire protection and exceeds your expectations.
Ordering Information

3M™ FIP 1-Step Firestop Foam
Product Number: FIP 1-Step
Description: Firestop Foam
Unit: Cartridge
Billing UPC Number: 000-51115-54925-0
Quantity: 1
Price Unit: Each

HandyMax® HMS-G4C2
Product Number: HMS-G4C2
Description: Manual Gun
Billing UPC Number: 000-51115-54927-4
Quantity: 1
Price Unit: Each

PowerMax® HPS-4C2
Product Number: HPS-4C2
Description: Battery-Powered Gun
Billing UPC Number: 000-51115-54928-1
Quantity: 1
Price Unit: Each

Description: Battery
Billing UPC Number: 000-51115-54930-4
Quantity: 1
Price Unit: Each

Visit www.3M.com/firestopfoam for technical information, UL Listed systems, training information and more, or call 1-800-328-1687.

3M™ FIP 1-Step Firestop Foam.
It’s about time.